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1. Introduction.

In [3], M. Ito and K. Tamano introduced the notion of almost local finite-

ness and the class of all spaces with a a -almost locally finitebase. Hereafter,

G-J.X1 denotes thisclassand we calla space of a-J.X'S a a-^4LF-space. a-J.X'S

is countably productive, hereditary and the closed image of a a-ALF-spo.ee is Mx

(see [3]). But it is not known whether there exists an Mrspace which is not a

a-ALF-space. If Mi-spaces are a-ALF~$paces, Ceder's long-standing unsolved

question will be affirmatively answered; that is, every stratifiablespace is Mx.

In this paper, we shall prove that a a-ALF-space X can be imbedded in a

<j-^4LF-space Z(X) as a closed subspace in such a way that X is an AR(a-J.X3)

(resp. ANR(g-J.X3)) if and only if X is a retract(resp. neighborhood retract)of

Z(X). Moreover, by using this theorem we shall prove that a space is an

AR(a-JlXS) (resp. ANR{a-JlXS)) if and only if it is an AE(o-JlXZ) (resp.

ANE(a-J.X'S)). In proofs of these theorems, the construction of Z(X), which

is constructed by R. Cauty [1], plays an important role. For the analogous

resultsin the class of stratifiablespaces or Mrspaces, see [1] or [4], respectively.

Throughout this paper, all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff topological

spaces and all maps to be continuous. N denotes the set of all natural numbers.

Let Q be a class of spaces. For the definitionsof AR(Q), ANR{Q), AE(Q) and

ANE(Q), see [21.

2. Auxiliary lemma.

For the definitionsof uniformly approaching anti-cover and D-space, see [6]..

The following lemma essentiallyproved in the proof of [5, Lemma 3.3].

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a D-space, F a closed subset of X and f a map from

F into a space Y. Let Y also denote the natural imbedding of Y in the adjunction

space X{JfY―Z. If <U={[/a:a£^4} is an almost locally finite open family in

Y, then for each a^A there is a family {U'r: B^Btt} of open subsetsin Z satis-
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fying the following three conditions:

(Cl) TI'~{U^: j3^Ba, a<EA} is almost locally finiteat each point of Z,

(C2) for each j5eBa, U'^r＼Y-=Ua, and for every open subset V in Z with

Vr＼Y=Ua there is p^Ba such that UadUpdV, and

(C3) for every open subset W in Y, thereis an open subset W of Z such that

W'r＼Y=W and W'r＼U'fi=0 whenever ^Ba and Wr＼Ua = 0.

Proof. Let p be the projection from the free union X＼JY to Z. Since X

is monotonically normal, let G be a monotone normality operator for X satisfying

the property G{H, K)C＼G{K, H)=0 for a disjointclosed pair (H, K). Since X is

a D-space, F has a uniformly approaching anti-cover ^={7;.: Xf=A] in X such

that <=Vis locally finitein X―F. For each Ua(E<V, let U'a= ＼J{G(x,F-p-＼Ua)):

x^p"1(Ua)}. Then U'a is obviously open in X. For each a^A, let Ba ―

ir(a)(zA: p-l(U'Ha))is open in U'a}, where U'r(a)= UaUp(U{Vx: 2ej-(a)}). Let

B=＼J{Ba: a<EA}, and 1Jf={Uy. /3e5}. Then it is easy to see that the condi-

tions (C2) and (C3) are satisfiedby V'.

Finally to prove (Cl), firstwe consider the case xgZ―Y. In this case, it

is easily verifiedby the local finiteness of cv in X―F. Next, we consider the

case x e Y. Then there exist an open neighborhood V of x in Y and open finite

subsets {Hu ■■■,Hn] of Y such that

<U＼V={UnV:U<=<V}d{HirW: i=l, ■･･,n

and WF is a neighborhood of x in F}.

Without loss of generality, we assume that

HiZ)U{UaGcu : Uar＼V=Htr＼W for some neighborhood W of x}.

Let 7'=7UMW{G(3≫, F-/>-a(F)): 3/Gf'(F)hI}) and

m=Htup(SJ{G(y, F-p-KHi)): y^p-＼Ht)r＼X})

for each i=l, ■･･,n. Then it is easy to see that V is a neighborhood of x in

Z and

tJ'lV'diHtrMV: 2= 1,■･･,n and W is a neighborhood of x in Z}.

Thus HJ' is almost locally finiteat x. This completes the proof.

3. Main theorems.

Construction 3.1. Let I be a space. M{X) denotes the full simpllcial

complex which has all points of X as the set of vertices. Then there is a

canonical bijectioni from the 0-skeleton M° of M{X) onto X. Let Zf=M{X)＼JiX
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be the adjunction space and p': M(I)Ul->Z' the projection. By the aid of pr,

we identify X with p'{X)dZ'. Since the restrictionof p' to M{X) is a bijection

from M(X) onto Z', by the abuse of language, a simplex a of M(X) is said to

be contained in a subset U of Z' if p'{6) is contained in 17. Z(X) denotes the

space such that Z' is the underlying set of Z(X) and the topology of Z{X) has

a base which consists of a collectionof sets U, which is open in Z', satisfying

the following condition:

(C) If a is a simplex of M(X) such that all vertices of a are contained in

Ur＼X, then a is contained in U.

Let p: M(X)＼JX->Z(X) be the projection. Then p is obviously continuous.

Let Mn be the n-skeleton of M{X) and Zn=p(MnUX).

Lemma 3.2. // X is a a-ALF-space, then Z(X) is also a a-ALF-space.

Proof. For each nc/V, let Y be the free union of all(n+l)-sirnplexes of

M{X), F the boundary of Y and /: F-*Zn the map defined by f(x)=p(x) for

xgF. Then the set Y＼JfZn is equal to the set Zn+＼ Let {Ua:aeA} be an

almost locally finite open family in Zn. Since Y is a metric space, 7 is a

D-space. Therefore the technique of proof of Lemma 2.1 yields that, for each

a^A, there is a family {U'p: fi&Ba} of open subsets in Zn+1 satisfying (C1)-(C3).

(Note that this proof is slightly different from that of Lemma 2.1; i.e. if a is

(n+l)-simplex and Ua contains all vertices of a, then a is contained in Up,

Now, let <U0={L/"(o'o):ao^A} be an almost locally finite open family in

Z° (=X). Then for fixed point xeZ° there exist an open neighborhood VQ of

x in Z° and open subsets {^(0), ■･･,Hn(0)} of Z° such that

VolV.diHMrW: i=l, ■■■,n and W is a neighborhood of x in Z0}.

From the preceding paragraph, we get that every U(a0) can be extended to open

subsets {U(a0, cxi):ai(EA(a0)} in Z1 in such a way that the family

cU1=^{U(a0, at): aQ<^A, ai^Aiao)}

satisfies(C1)-(C3). In particular,we may assume that the method of extensions

is the same one of Lemma 2.1. Therefore there exist an open neighborhood V＼

of x in Z1 and open subsets {H^l), ■■■,Hn(l)} of Z1 such that

fU1|V1Cl{//,(l)nW: i=l, ■■■,n and IF is a neighborhood of x in Z1},

V1r＼Z°=V0 and Hi{l)r＼Z°=Hi(0) for i=l, ･･-,n. Repeating this process we get

for each k(EN an almost locally finiteopen family
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^k― {U(a0, au ■■･,ak): aQ^A, a1^A(a0), ■■･,ak^A(a0, ･･･,ak-i)}

in Zk, an open neighborhood Vk of x in Zfe and open subsets [H^k), ■･･,Hn(k)}

of Z* such that

VkWkCliHii^nW: i=l, ■-, n and W is a neighborhood of x in Z*},

F^Z^-^Fm and Hi(k)r＼Zll-1=Hi(ik-l) for *= 1, ･･･,n. Let

2"={(a0, ≪i,a2, ･･･):ota<EiA,a!<^A(a0), at^A{a0, a^, ･･･}.

For each (a0, ccu a2, --OgI7, let

U(a0, a1} a2, ■･■)=U{U(a0,a1} ･･･,ak): &eiV}.

Then U{aa> au az, ･･･)is an open set of Z(X), because for each k^N,

U(a0, au a2, ･･･)r＼Zk=U(a0, au ･･･,ak)

is open in Zk and U(aa, au az, ･■･)satisfies(C) by the construction of U(a0, alt

■■･,ak)- Next, we claim that

^={£7(^0, au a2, ■･･):(a0, au a2, ･■■)&!}

is almost locally finitein Z(X). Let V = ＼J{Vk'-k=0, 1, 2,■■■}and

Hi = ＼J{Hi{k): k=Q, 1, 2,■■■} for i=＼, - , n.

Then it is easily verifiedthat V is an open neighborhood of x in Z{X) and Hi

open in Z{X) satisfying

HJ＼Va{HiC＼W: i=l, ■■･,n and W is a neighborhood of x in Z(X)}.

Thus °L/is almost locally finite at x<sZ°. By the same method, at each point

y<sZk for any keN, 17 is almost locally finite.

Finally, we shall show that Z{X) has a c-almost locally finite base. Let

{IJn} is a ^-almost locally finitebase for Z°. Then it is easily seen that the

extensions {HJ'n} of {IJn} to Z(X), by the same method above, is a cr-almost

locally finitelocal base at each point of Z°. Furthermore, since M(X) has a a-

almost locally finitebase by [5, Theorem 4.1] and the open subspace Z(X)―Z°

is homeomorphic to an open subspace of M(X), there is a a-almost locally finite

(in Z{X)) local base {cvn} at each point of Z(X)~Z°. Thus {<u;}U{ci>≫} is a

<r-almostlocally finitebase for Z(X). This completes the proof.

The following lemma was proved in [1, Lemma 1.2].

Lemma 3.3. Let X be a space, IfY is a stratifiahlespace, A a closed subset

of Y and f: A-+X a map, then there is a map F: Y-*Z(X) with F＼A=f.

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 and 3.3.
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Theorem 3.4. A a-ALF-space X is an AR(a-JLX3) (resp. ANR(a-JlX3))

if and only if X is a retract(resp. neighborhood retract) of Z(X).

The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.3.

Theorem 3.5. A space is an AR(a-JlX3) (resp. ANR(a-JtX%)) if and only

if it is an AE(a-JlX3) (resp. ANE(a-J.X3)).

Remark 3.6. The analogous facts of [4, Section 4] can be proved by the
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